Bus #024
Elementary/Middle/High School

Leave 6:45 am
M-50 West to Wilcox (TR) TA
South to M-50 (TR)
West to Petersburg (TR)
North to Kent (TR)
East to Wilcox (TL)
North to Day (TL)
West to Dennison (TL)
South to Kent (TL)
East to Petersburg (TR)
South to M-50 (TL)

Note: In PM, Drop 3 stops at Dundee Ridge first. From HS, (TL) on Viking, to Ypsilant (TR), to Adams (TL), to Dunham (TR), to Main (TL), Dundee Ridge 1st entrance unload as in am. Go back thru town to Wilcox (TR) (TA), to M-50 (TR), to Petersburg (TR), to Kent (TR), to Wilcox (TL), to Day (TL), to Platt (TR) 3rd on R (TA), to Day (TR), to M-50 (TR) to Petersburg Rd (TR) to Kent (TR) to Wilcox (TL) to Day (TL) to Platt (TR) 3rd on R (TA) to Day (TR) to Rea (TL) to Collins (TR) to Dennison (TL) to Kent (TL) to Petersburg (TR) to M-50 (TL)

East to Barnum (TL) Go into HS Parking Lot and Drop HS at west lot
Exit South on Barnum to Van Nest (TL)
To Dunham (TR) to Main St. (TL) [becomes Stowell at RR Crossing]
East on Stowell Rd to Dundee Ridge Dr. (TL)
At Caribou Run (TR) after turn load 1st stop
Continue to tennis court, load 2nd stop
At Red Fox Trail (TR)
Load 3rd stop at Red Fox Trail and Falcon Dr.
Return to Middle/Elementary school to unload

*STUDENTS MAY BE ASKED TO WALK TO CERTAIN PICK-UP POINTS*
*Route may change due to rider’s location*